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Moojaa Biography  
Moojaa has sculptured a sound like no other DJ, to the point that you can feel the energy and rhythm 
change, signifying who has just stepped in to the booth when he begins his sets. Weather it be Mid-
tempo mellow-drama to begin, head down deep voodoo music or the pinnacle of the night when the 
energy is at its highest, they all blend to form the stylised performance of this maverick DJ.  

His career has spanned the electronic music landscape from its origins and with this he has stood 
alongside many DJ’s. From Legends Carl Cox & Staphan Bodzin, to new talent such as Jonas Rathsman 
to Archie Hamilton, and genre spanning DJ’s the likes of Herbalizer, Scratch Perverts, Stanton Warriors, 
4hero, Unkle, Giles Peterson the list goes on. Towards 2010, Moojaa made his mark in Ibiza (whilst 
recording his debut album) playing exclusive gigs at venues around the Island including Pacha for 
Luciano’s Cadenza, hosting the pioneer booth and regular sets at Savanahs, before returning to the UK 
and becoming one of the residents of the Endemic Digital Inc Tour, playing at The Gallery (Ministry of 
Sound), Cafe 1001 and Freq alongside the likes of Hernan Cattaneo, Nick Warren and Anthony Pappa. 
And going on to Co-creating, promoting and DJing at one of the South East of the countries most 
biggest events - Exposure (UK)  

Since his debut remix on Stripped Digital back in 2008, Moojaa has since featured as a remix regular on 
Stipped Muzik Club (Stripped Recordings, Stripped Digital and Hype Muzik), Endemic Digital Inc 
(Endemic Digital, Unrivaled Music & Sounds of Juan), Divert Records, Light Records and Brainkat 
Records, receiving huge support from the likes of Sasha, John Digweed, Nick Warren, Sven Vath, Matt 
Flores, Roger Sanchez, Robert Owens and more. 

His production career has seen him feature on everything from Radio One's 500th essential mix where 
Sasha dropped his remix of Paula Pedroza’a “Anjos’ to massive support on cutting edge show's such as 
Nick Warren's sound Garden, this became next level for Moojaa as a producer having spent 20+ years in 
the Industry in various capacities, from humble beginnings selling records in a shop to promoting gigs 
and Performing all over the world. 

Having an incredible ability to draw from multiple genres in electronic music and based on his own 
varied musical tastes, Moojaa has worked hard in the studio to perfect his own production sound & 
style to achieve his personal aim to brake thru genre barriers, which is always demonstrated throughout 
his existing and future releases. Not one to shy away from any enriching experience he programmed, 
produced, and co-hosted a successful FM Radio show for 3 years called We Connect on one of the UK's 
only legal Dance stations FunkySX proving exactly that.  

Having felt its time to find a new challenge and the bring this story in to the present Moojaa has now 
based himself squarely back in the action and moved to his spiritual home the island of Ibiza. 

So to the current part of the journey that focus’ in to his new imprint Voodoo and Prayers, which has 
already made massive steps with its first release making top 5 in Electronica & Nu Disco chart with a 
remix by legendary Robert Babicz and to jump start the rising imprint more top 10 chart successes.  

The focus now always turning to the next releases set to push the ceiling even higher for the imprint, 
and to keep producing the constant enthusiasm, heart and soul to every DJ performance. 
  

And so the story continues...  
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